
Galaxystones





Haj Ali Mokhtari, the founder of Galaxy Stones, continued his fa-
ther’s career after his death and with hard effort could be the man-
 ager of one of the biggest factories of that time the age of 20. He
 has always tried to share a new approach in stone industry with his
colleagues to improve stone industry which one of these approach-

 es is the effort to produce qualified product competitive with global
 market favorite products and also by means of various instruments

he has tried to operate this approach to very high levels.markets



 Galaxy Stones with 7000m2 monthly productivity in more than 20
 products in slab and tile dimensions with 10 industrial units has very
 high productivity in the field of different crystal, marble, travertine,
 granite, traonyx, tramite, limestone and sandstone types of stone
 which produces all of these products with new global standards
 with specific methods and introduces them to interior and global

markets

About Us





Marble



Marble is a form stone with specific features and various colors includ-
 ing red, pink, yellow, green, cream, white, black and brown. Marbles
 can be used as floor stone, wall facade, stair, cabinet cover and other
consumptions in building. Marbles are found polished on market but dif-
 ferent surfaces and processing such as scabbled, hond, unpolished and

leathered are available for other consumptions

StrongVarietyQuality



Marble

 Pietra gray marble with high strength and very
 low porosity in gray background is one of the
 popular stones in Iran and world market. This
 stone due to its strong parameters has been
 able to be used in historical monuments such as
 Naqsh-e Jahan Square and reminds us of past
years and new architecture too

Pietra Gray

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/42 %

0/44 %

1266

2/7





Tile
Low Line

 One of the most popular sorts of pietra ray marble is its low line kind whose white
lines are so favored and has been used in yesterday and today architectures

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120





High Line

 Another sort of pietra gray marble is its high line type which decorates different
 spaces with its patterns specifically. This stone is able to decorate busy places with
its especial pattern beautifully

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Low line slabs of pietra
 gray marble can be
used variously in differ-
 ent spaces to design
 them with dark gray
colors which create uni-
 form and special and
 also simple spaces that
show off space luxuri-
ousness

Low Line
Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



High line
Slab

High line slab of pietra gray marble is able to create specific symmetrical and very beauti-
 ful figures in bookmatch and fourmatch states and to engrave the space with white veins
and gray background





اسلب



4
Matches



Marble

 Golden Desert Marble stone with its extraordinary
color and pattern is one of the most especial mar-
 bles existing in markets. This stone with whitish light
 background and golden and yellow veins and
 stains reminds us of beauties of a desert from which
this stone has been extracted

Golden Desert

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/37 %

0/51 %

940

2/45





This stone is used in tile for floor, interior design, stair and under stair. Also this stone is of-
 fered in 2cm and 3cm thicknesses. Golden Desert marble with high abradability and
production is able to capture international markets

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Golde Desert Marble 
 is also used as slab in
building interior de-
signs and consider-
 ing its light color and
 unique patterns it can
 change your interior
 environment into an
 especial and unique
space

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



Golden Desert Marble 





 Abadeh Marble is one of the most especial types of
 marble existing in Iran and world markets. This stone’s
 pink background which is rare in its kind completes
so many combined designs. This stone is usually of-
fered in tile and in some rare cases in slab. Very deli-
 cate lines and fine spots on its surface have doubled
its beauty and induce pleasant sense to audiences

Abadeh
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/82 %

0/59 %

1280

2/59



0/82%



Abadeh Marble is usually offered in tile and polished surface. This stone is com-
 bined with other back marbles due to its specific colors to create special spaces.
 But pay attention that this stone is able to create one of the most especial spaces
on its own

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Marshal Marble is one of the most excellent options
as luxury black stone. This stone has enjoyed espe-
 cial market in Spain, Portugal and Italy and is used as
 a luxury stone in beautiful buildings. Golden veins in
 this stone show off its luxuriousness as if you stepped
on the central hall of a palace

Marshall
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/96 %

0/89 %

1260

2/56





 Marshall Marble tiles are produced in different dimensions but it is possible to use them
 in bigger types for example in 1m×1m for flooring due to their high strength to keep their
design and pattern integrity. There are also copper and white veins in it which increas-
es its beauty. Considering pattern, this stone is one of the busy patterns among marbles

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Marshal Marble slab
 with integrated golden
 veins and figures which
 produce them in itself is
 one of the most peerless
dark stones among mar-
 bles and it is important to
 mention that its polished
 quality increases this
beauty. This stone cre-
ates beautiful symmetri-
 cal bookmatched and
 fourmatched pictures
 by putting them next to
 each other which attract
every viewer’s attention

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



The experienced staff of Galaxy Stones always offers you the most accurate product



 The Galaxy Stones collection with high production capacity has the ability to supply stone
for large projects



 Chehrak Marble is one of the most elegant stones
 existing in light color which has been always as one
 of the best options for mass producers because it is
 economical. This marble with its good abradability
 and also processing with epoxy and UV has become
 so firm to be used in interior environments. This stone
is found in olive, cream and pantone color theme

Chehrak
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/96 %

0/93 %

1190

2/60





Olive

 Olive is among the most popular colors of this stone. This stone has always created
 a beautiful and pleasant environment for people of that place. This stone has been
 always among the best stones in Iran and world markets due to its extraordinary
beauties and strength and it is very favored in stone market

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





Another type of this stone is its cream color which is labeled as one of the most flam-
 boyant cream stones in markets. Light type of Chehrak Cream Marble with its patterns
 and designs except less cleaning for busy places can reflect light to the environment
and light the environment as well

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Cream





Slab

 Its slab type is mainly used in spaces like lobby, TV room, bedroom and living room due to
its flamboyancy. This stone is among the best patterned cream stones available in mar-
ket. Slab dimensions of this stone are usually big and useable in different places

Olive





اسلب



4
Matches



Chehrak Olive Marble Tiles





Golden Black Marble with delicate entangled gold-
en, copper and white veins creates accurate peer-
 less patterns whose near and far views show two
 different scenes. This stone with high polishing can
 shine as a jewel in building. Its golden veins have
 always reminded the audience that this stone is as
valuable as jewel

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile and Slab

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/62 %

0/78 %

1260

2/58

Golden Black
Marble





 Golden Black Marble tile is one of the strongest stones in market which has become
extraordinary due to its high polishing. If you are looking for a floor tile with high de-
 tails, Golden Black Marble tile will be the best option. Remember that whenever you
step on it, you will see a new view of its beauty

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Golden Black Marble
 slab is one of the most
 popular dark slabs
 among designers. So
that Golden Black Mar-
ble slab has been al-
ways one of their op-
 tions for building design.
It is important to men-
tion that delicate pat-
 tern and high details
 have discriminated this
 stone from other types
and has created espe-
cial market for it

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



 Galaxy Stones is ready to offer its products around the world with safe and standard shipping



.According to Iran’s global ranking, travertine mines have the highest diversity in World



 Shahyadi Marble is the whitest and strongest stone in
its kind. It is found with different colorful veins includ-
 ing red, green and gray veins. This stone has been
extracted from central mines of Iran and sent to fac-
 tories all over Iran. Tehran Azadi Square is the most
distinguished place in which this stone is used

Shahyadi
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/39 %

0/53 %

990

2/68





Grained

This kind of Shahyadi Marble Stone is as same as the kind which has been used in Teh-
 ran Azadi Square. Therefore, it is possible to understand its appellation. Undoubtedly
this type of stone is its most famous one and has its own especial audiences in differ-
ent markets

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





Veined

 One of the most famous designs of Josheqan Marble Stone in market is its veined
 type. There are veins in green, yellow, red and gray in these stones that each of
them may decorate a luxurious space

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 One of the usual shapes of Josheqan Marble is tile in different dimensions. This stone
 may be used as an eye-catching light stone in busy places and as flooring for several
 years. It is important to mention that this stone won’t be tarnished and always keeps its
brilliance

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Cardiogram

Tile





 Spider Black Marble with black and sometimes
brown background and 3D light brown and yel-
low veins is among the strongest marbles in mar-
kets which is always in competition with other mar-
bles. This stone is one of the darkest stones in market

Spider Black
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile 

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/63 %

0/55 %

1280

2/66





 Using it as floor tile is one of the most common ways to use this stone. After polishing
 it is possible to use it in different cuts and suitable thicknesses in building floor. Putting
 and aligning Spider Black Marble tiles next to each other create 3D veins in building
floors which seem as if they have endless depth

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Galaxy Stones, with its numerous mines of all kinds of stones in different parts of Iran,
 .always guarantees you quality



 With the mass production of building stones, Galaxy Stones is always ready to supply
high volume orders



 Dehbid Cream Marble can be introduced as one of
 the whitest, the most qualified, the most luxurious and
 most favored light building stones available in Iran
 and world markets. This marble which is processed
 and distributed by several companies has always its
 own market and brands and is recognized to most of
manufacturers

Dehbid 
Marble

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile 

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/66 %

0/62 %

1250

2/66





 If you prefer a simple white stone for your building floor, Dehbid Cream Marble tile
 can be undoubtedly the best option for you. This stone by inducing cleanliness sense
 and also naturalness can be a competitor for many light stones and even stands out
than other types of light marbles

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





Nero Marquina black marble stone with black back-
ground and white lines and also with excellent abrad-
 ability is one of the most distinguished luxury stone in
 Iran which is produced massively in Isfahan Province
and also in Galaxy Stones Stone Industry and distrib-
uted to global markets

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Polished, hond, and leathered

1cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/83 %

0/78 %

1240

2/63

Nero Marquina 
Marble

Tile and Slab





 This kind of stone is one of the best options as tile for building floor due to its high
  strength and constant and uniform color. Since the blackness of  Nero Marquina
 black marble is very deep so it is the best option in designs which aim at darkening
building floor

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Nero Marquina black
 marble slab with white
 veins is able to create
extraordinary symmetri-
 cal and unsymmetrical
 figures. This kind of stone
 is found in slabs with
 more than 2m thickness
 in market due to its low
 porosity. Also thicker
 types of this stone are
used in stairs, counter-
 tops, parking floors and
other spaces

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



Travertine



Travertine is among deposited stones category with usually limestone ba-
 sis. This kind of stone has high porosity so it has less density rather than
other stones and as a result its weight is less than other stones. Such char-
 acteristics in this kind of stone have made it absorb mortar so much and
 be used more for façade. Although the stability of this stone is lower than
 other stones, this weakness is compensated with cutting diameter. Thick
 travertine stones with special colors and high water absorption may be

used both in exterior and interior building floors

VarietyQuality Style



 Traonyx is a combined stone in nature. This stone is one
of the most beautiful creation wonders so that mar-
 ble is combined with travertine in mine veins and two
 stones material seen in one frame. Its marble veins are
 translucent and bright and other veins show off among
marbles in darker colors. These stones create extraordi-
nary products like an especial kind of painting

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Polished, hond, and scabbled 

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/4 %

1/02 %

525

2/72

Slab

Walnut 
Traonyx



0/4%



 Walnut traonyx slab
 in red, yellow, white,
 brown and black is
one of the most won-
 derful multi-colored
stones in markets. De-
 signing with this stone
requires especial cour-
 age. But the scenes
 which are created by
 this stone are the most
 unique views possible
in a building. Gener-
ally, this stone is intro-
duced as the most at-
tractive  building stone

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



 Yellow travertine includes one of the especial colors
 existing in building natural stones. This stone is lighter
 than other stones because of its limestone material
 and as its water absorption, mortar is well-stuck to it
so it can be easily used in facades. This stone is usu-
 ally processed in polished form and pores filled with
.resin mastic

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Polished, hond, and scabbled 

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

2/18 %

9 %

590

2/55

Tile

Yellow 
Travertine





 Wavy yellow travertine is one of this stone’s cuts which there are parallel lines on
 it and gives especial harmony to interior and exterior design. The line of this stone
 are usually in light yellow, dark yellow, brick red, white and sometimes black which
show off on stone. This stone is only found in mines of Iran and India

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Wavy





 Unwavy yellow travertine or water color travertine is one of the most popular types
 of yellow travertine. You can see beautiful marbled patterns on this stone which
 give especial beauty to it from light yellow to dark yellow. Yellow is more dominant
rather than other colors in this stone and gives concentrated color to work

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Unwavy





 Silver travertine has silver, brown, russet and smoky
 color range. There are also black and white veins in
 these stones. Its darker sorts are more favored. This
 stone is known as titanium in global markets and is so
 reliable and popular. This stone is particularly found
in northern-west mines of Iran and many stone cut-
ting units have processed it into different types of pol-
ished, matt and etc

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Polished, hond, and scabbled 

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/52 %

5 %

300

2/67

Tile and Slab

Titanium
Travertine





Wavy silver travertine has always attracted every viewer’s attention with its beau-
 tiful, parallel and colory lines and induces a sense equal to nature to viewer. With
 polished processing the beauties of this stone will be doubled when it is exposed to
the eyesight as colors look more concentrated and more beautiful

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Wavy





 Unwavy or marbled travertine is an especial cut of silver travertine which color
 play is more sensible in it and sometimes white snowy stains are seen in it. This stone
is one of the best options for those who prefer busier spaces visually

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Unwavy





Wavy
Slab

 Slab is one of the available types of silver travertine in global markets which is used in fourmatch
 or chain states in facades. This stone presents a peerless picture of creation in front of audiences’
eyes with its especial patterns and brown color range. This stone reminds us of mountains





اسلب



4
Matches



، رایج ترین روش فرآوری سنگ است و بیش از سایر روشهای فرآوری  ساب و صیقلی کردن 
باعث بهبود خصوصیات تزئینی و بیانگر زیبایی های ذاتی سنگ های طبیعی می شود. 



نیروی زبده گلکسی استونز همواره در طول شبانه روز در تلاش است تا بهترین کیفیت را ارائه کند



Kashan chocolate travertine is one of the most fa-
mous and most economical stones existing in mar-
ket which is produced in different tile and longitudi-
 nal dimensions. This stone with its chocolate brown
 background is discernable with other travertine
stones

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile 

Polished, hond, and scabbled

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/5 %

8 %

560

2/39

Chocolate
Travertine



0/5%



 Wavy tile of chocolate travertine is the most famous type of this stone in market. This
 stone is introduced as one of the widely used stones in new facades so producing
 and distributing it to markets is competitive. Chocolate travertine way tile reminds
us of Iran central mountains

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





 Red travertine is one of the most famous travertine
 stones existing in Iran mines. This stone has the most
 specific color of travertine in the world whose red
 spectrum is so eye-catching. This stone is cut and
 processed in two wavy and marbled types and each
 of them gives especial view to interior and exterior
spaces of buildings

Red
Travertine

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished, hond, and scabbled

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

2/3 %

8 %

506

2/7





 Red color shows off more in this type of tile in red travertine stones and it seems
 darker. This stone is processed like other travertine stones. This stone is usually used
in facades also it is used in building floors with more thickness

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Unwavy





 There are also yellow and white veins in the wavy tile of this stone which nature
 painter has spent all his style in coloring it. This type of travertine is very usual found
 more in markets. This stone is usually processed in polished form as well as filling its
pores with resin mastic

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Wavy





 Red travertine slab is
 one of the especial
 selling and processing
 forms of this stone which
 is produced by more
 advanced technology.
This stone usually deco-
 rates especial facades
 with bigger dimensions
 and releases the sense
 of a warm natural color
in the space

Slab





اسلب



4
Matches



 Walnut travertine is undoubtedly the most espial kind
 of travertine. Marble pieces are observed in this stone
pattern due to its conglomerate state which are natu-
 rally attached to each other with sandstone veins, so
 there are many lines in it which are made up of warm
 colors and when they are located in black background
 .show off like beautiful sands on desert bottom

Walnut 
Travertine

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished, hond, and scabbled

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

2/3 %

8 %

506

2/7





 Tile is one of walnut travertine uses which is used as interior and exterior facades.
 Wavy walnut travertine with its extraordinary pattern can be one of especial cuts
of this stone in polished form which creates a unique space

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Wavy





 Unwavy or marbles walnut travertine is introduced as nature’s especial painting
 because every piece of it enjoys its own specific color, pattern and harmony and
 undoubtedly it is unique in the world and considered as a signature for a building.
 Putting these tiles next to each other one of the busiest views is presented to the
audiences

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Unwavy





 Walnut travertine wavy
 slab is introduced as
one of the most uni-
 form travertine stones.
 This stone is offered in
parallel veins and es-
 pecial color spectrum
 whose different layers
are not very much dif-
 ferent from each other
 and they can be used
 as a continuous chain
on the wall

Slab
Wavy





اسلب



4
Matches



 Walnut travertine marbled slab is definitely one of the most beautiful travertine slabs. These slabs
 create peerless natural paintings with their especial patterns which have their own signatures
 and there are no other types pf them. Putting existing marbled patterns of this stone next to each
other creates very beautiful symmetrical patte

Slab
Unwavy





اسلب



4
Matches



Walnut Travertine Slab





Crystal



 Crystal is a kind of stone founded on silica which is obvious through
 its appellation. This kind of stone is found in light and sometimes in
dark colors. White models of this stone are translucent to some ex-
 tents and enjoy high stability. Nowadays, by technology progression
and production of this kind of stone’s slabs, some types of it have be-
 come available to builders which through putting them next to each
 other, so eye-catching symmetrical patters will be created. This type
 of stone has been processed and used for a long time ago but this

stone is mainly exported due to industry advancements

StrongVarietyQuality



Saiman Crystal with its especial patterns inside it-
self is one of the most popular stones in global mar-
 kets and one can dare to say that each of them
 is an extraordinary picture which includes nature
beauty

Saiman
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

2/26 %

0/73 %

590

2/69





 This crystal is able to bring an especial and uniform pattern to the space with its veins.
This stone is economical in busy buildings floor and reduces cleaning cost and also cre-
ates specific environment like sea waves

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Veined 





This stone with its especial patterns and unrepeatable designs mainly helps design-
ers who aim at designing space with busy designs. Each Saiman tile has extraordi-
nary watercolor design which repeat is impossible in it

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Marbled 





 Bookmatch of this
 beautiful crystal stone
 usually creates garbled
and abstract geomet-
rical figures which dou-
 bles attractiveness and
 beauty in spaces which
 have used it. Saiman
 Crystal presents you a
 calm space with white
 background and bluish
lines

Slab
Veined 





اسلب



4
Matches



This stone with its espe-
cial patterns attracts 
every viewer’s atten-
tion and makes him/
her staring at itself. If 
you want to experi-
ence a natural paint-
ing picture at home or 
work space, use wa-
tercolor Saiman Crys-
tal and show off its 
uniqueness

Slab
Marbled 





اسلب



4
Matches



With the support of extraction, Galaxy Stones always has the ability to supply stone for large projects



Galaxy Stones has always tried to offer the best to its customers around the world



 Dark crystal is one of the most especial kinds of
 crystal stones. This stone has been distinctive with
 its dark blue and lead background and white
and black veins in markets it has been also distin-
guished from other crystals to have its own espe-
cial market and audiences

Dark
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/20 %

0/26 %

830

2/70





Dark crystals are recommended for selecting a specific and luxury stone for build-
 ing floor. This stone with high abradability presents you a beautiful polished surface.
 Dark crystal with dark and light veins have always created peerless patterns and
presents its specific signature to environment

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile
Veined 





 Dark crystal slabs can
 be placed next to
each other in book-
 match and fourmatch
 patterns to make you
 enjoy the created
scene. This stone is ex-
 traordinary in its kind
 since some veins of it
 can transfer light. If you
 prefer a beautiful dark
colorful stone, we rec-
ommend you this stone

Slab
Veined 







4
Matches



Crystal stone with high and delicate details is defi-
 nitely Aligudarz Stone. This stone shows a beautiful
 frame with its very fine blue, yellow and red lines
on its white and gray background to attract ev-
 ery viewer’s attention. Many parts of this stone are
translucent with low percent

Aligudarz 
Crystal

Type

Surface

Diameter

Absorption

Porosity

Resistance

Weight

Tile  and Slab

Polished

1/8cm, 2cm and 3cm

0/12 %

0/02 %

910

2/74





This stone has been popular and favored in Iran and has always kept its position in 
Iran market in different shapes. Certainly this stone and its tile are among the first 
stones in Iran’s production and processing cycle and after so many years it is still 
one of the bests in the markets

40 X 40 60 X 60 60 X 120

80 X 80 100 X 100 120 X 120

Tile





By the progression of 
technology and ex-
traction and new pro-
cessing of Aligudarz 
Stone, artisans, design-
ers and manufacturers 
have recently recog-
nized more beauty di-
mensions of this stone 
in slab and have start-
ed producing it in 
slab form, they have 
introduced it to glob-
al markets and they 
have also accepted 
this valuable pearl

Slab





اسلب

feather



4
Matches



Galaxystonesco.com
Sepahsalar st., Isfahan, Iran
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M o b i l e 
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T e l e p h o n e 


